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“Let us aim to conclude in 2020 an 
ambitious draft global compact for the 
environment, and to make the Beijing 

COP on Biodiversity and the World 
Congress of IUCN in France decisive 

stages.”

French President Emmanuel Macron, UN General 
Assembly 25 September 2018



What is the IUCN Congress? 
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• Where IUCN, as a Union, sets 
priorities and drive conservation 
and sustainable development 
action

• The largest global knowledge 
marketplace of conservation 
science, policy and practice

What is the IUCN Congress? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IUCN World Conservation Congress is where IUCN, as a Union, sets priorities and drive conservation and sustainable development actionIUCN’s 1300+ government, non-governmental and indigenous peoples’ Member organisations vote on major issues to guide conservation action and humanity’s relationship with our planet for the decades ahead. IUCN’s unique and inclusive membership gives the Congress a powerful mandate. 
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- IUCN Members have adopted 1300+ Resolutions and Recommendations since 
1948

- Through these, the Union has demonstrated its influence on conservation 
policy at all levels, helped set the international conservation agenda and 
contributed to spur environmental treaties (e.g. CITES, Ramsar, World Heritage 
and CBD)

- Through its Resolutions, IUCN has supported Indigenous peoples, gender 
mainstreaming and the recognition of linkages between nature conservation 
and human rights

- IUCN’s focus on species conservation and protected areas has generated the 
development of global standards 

The impact of IUCN’s general policy
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Decisions at IUCN congresses have been 
instrumental in shaping conservation and 
sustainable development.

Conventions with their roots in IUCN 
congresses include: 

• the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, 

• the UNESCO World Heritage Convention, 

• the Convention on International Trade 
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna 
and Flora (CITES) 

• the Convention on Biological Diversity 
(CBD).

Seven decades of impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decisions at IUCN congresses have been instrumental in shaping the conservation agenda, from identifying climate change as a major emerging challenge in 1960, to laying the foundations for major international conventions and outlining strategies for global and national action.Conventions with their roots in IUCN congresses include: the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, the UNESCO World Heritage Convention, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD).

https://www.ramsar.org/about-the-ramsar-convention
https://whc.unesco.org/en/convention/
https://www.cites.org/eng/disc/what.php
https://www.cbd.int/convention/
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A Congress with several parts 

Forum
12–15 June 2020
• 500+ sessions hosted and attended by experts, civil society and government 

representatives from around the world
• The latest conservation initiatives, innovations and solutions 
• Aligned with the priorities of the 2021–2024 IUCN Programme
Exhibition
11–17 June 2020
• Allows exhibitors to showcase their research, innovations and other work to a broad audience 
Espace Génération Nature
11–19  June 2020
• Experiential biodiversity village showcasing commitments/mobilisation efforts by French civil society

Members’ Assembly
16–19 June 2020

• IUCN’s highest decision-making body deciding on the most pressing conservation and 
sustainable development issues.

• Composed of 1400+ government, non-governmental and indigenous peoples’ organisations 
from more than 165 countries
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The Congress themes

1. Managing landscapes for nature and people

2. Conserving freshwater to sustain life

3. Restoring ocean health

4. Accelerating climate change mitigation and adaptation

5. Upholding rights, ensuring effective and 
equitable governance

6. Leveraging economic and financial systems 
for sustainability

7. Advancing knowledge, learning, innovation 
and technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing landscapes for nature and peopleNature conservation remains a tall order: the rates of species extinction continue to be alarming, and good news, though it occurs, is all too infrequent. What are the key policy gaps that must be filled in the decade leading up to 2030 to halt the extinction of life forms? What tools, incentives, funding and ambition do we need to achieve a reversal of current trends? And how can we avoid repeating past errors?Conserving freshwater to sustain lifeFreshwater resources – including rivers, streams, wetlands, ponds and lakes contain only 3% of the total amount of water on earth. Yet these water bodies are integral to the survival of all forms of life on the planet. The world faces considerable challenges in equitably managing the freshwater available to us as populations grow and we try to manage the impacts of climate change. Freshwater conservation and restoration are thus essential at all scales if we are to sustain life forms – people, animals, plants, fungi etc. How can we ensure that water-related and water-dependent ecosystems survive and flourish?Restoring ocean healthHealthy oceans are at the heart of livelihoods for many, a source of sustenance, and key to a stabilised climate regime. Limiting harmful human activities, such as overfishing and pollution, will help build the resilience of marine ecosystems and communities dependent upon them. How can we better address pollution, notably plastics and chemicals, and improve marine spatial planning to ensure that the diversity of marine life is sustained?Accelerating climate change mitigation and adaptationNature, the climate and human well-being are intricately connected in different ways and through multiple pathways. Risks posed by climate change to the natural world and human communities are on the rise, increasing the vulnerability of both. Ecosystems transformed by the impacts of climate change are disrupting natural environmental processes and hastening species decline, particularly in freshwater systems, culminating in the loss of cultural heritage and livelihood assets. Raising awareness of these climate change impacts, and pushing the world toward more effective collaboration in order to implement ambitious solutions, are critical for our future. How can we expand environmental knowledge, learning and capacity on climate change, reduce pressures and help people better adapt?Upholding rights, ensuring effective and equitable governanceOur ability to conserve nature depends on effective and inclusive governance, which cuts across all of nature’s dimensions (water, land, oceans, climate, etc.) Empowerment through upholding rights, enhancing capacity and improving representation and accountability, has a significant positive impact on any development endeavour and on governance itself. Through effective and innovative governance of shared habitats and implementation of the environmental rule of law, communities can harness the benefits of healthy and biodiverse ecosystems for the realisation of social equity and human rights.Leveraging economic and financial systems for sustainabilityStructuring economic systems in a way that supports human livelihoods and economic development, while at the same time sustaining nature and addressing the impacts of climate change, is necessary if we are to achieve the SDGs. A key challenge is how to decouple growth from its current deteriorating impacts on the very ecosystems that sustain life and underpin our economies. What is needed to shift current economic practices?Advancing knowledge, learning, innovation and technologyOngoing adverse environmental change, including climate change and the loss of ecosystems and species, requires innovations that are responsive to changing circumstances. The ability to apply both new and existing knowledge creatively is critical to strengthen the resilience of nature and people, and to make a sustainable future more likely. This depends in part on the ability of the conservation community to engage with those at the cutting edge of technology. What kind of knowledge or new kinds of learning communities do we need to bridge the gap?



The 2020 Congress – the location
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The next Congress – 11 to 19 June 2020

Hosted by the 
Government of France 

at Parc Chanot in 
Marseille, France

MARSEILLE
Second largest French city 

(population 1m).  Situated on 
the Mediterranean Sea and 
capital of the “Provence-

Alpes-Côte d'Azur” region

Presenter
Presentation Notes
France’s 2nd largest city by populationThe oldest city with 2,600 years of historyRanked 5th among the world’s most beautiful oceanfront cities (National Geographic)France’s biggest port and 2nd largest in the MediterraneanEuropean Capital of Culture (2013) and Sport (2017)A port city with access to the Mediterranean and the world that is home to people from more than 100 different countries72 consulates, 2nd consular city in France Sister city with 13 cities in the world
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The venue – Parc Chanot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parc Chanot is a venue with 7 modular, interconnected convention and exhibition halls60,000sqm of indoor surface area60,000sqm of esplanades3,800sqm of exhibition spaceA central location, easy access to the train station, the airport and public transport networks. Ample space, exclusively reserved for the congressHall 1 will host the Opening and Closing Ceremony and the Members’ AssemblyHall 2 and 3 will be the exhibit space which will be open to the general public (all area in dark grey). Hall 3, the exhibit hall will have probably limited opening hours for the general public. Hall 6 and 8 will be used for Forum events and Hall 8 as well for contact groupsHall 9 (Palais des Congrès) will house the Members’ lounge, media, high-level dialogues and probably some conservation campus sessions



The Forum
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The Forum – 12 – 15 June 2020

Thematic plenaries

Campus
Thematic stream 

sessions

Speaker pitches

High level dialoguesA conversation with…

Conservation 
action café

Breakfast with… Let’s connect!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Forum – a brief overviewhub of public debateWill take place the first four days of CongressBrings together people from around the world to discuss and develop solutions to most pressing conservation and sustainability challenges Offer a space to showcase innovative, scalable solutions from stakeholders around the worldKey Aims of the Forum To showcase that conservation works To strengthen engagement with the next generation of leaders To catalyse action and transformative initiativesTo mobilize the Union (IUCN) as a wholeTo mainstream conservation Will have a wide range of events (details listed below) A call for proposals was open from 2 May – until 17 July 2019Sessions that are open to call for proposals (those circled in red) Speaker pitchesThematic stream sessions Campus sessions _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________List of types of events: (also on Congress 2020 website) Thematic plenaries: (2hrs each)Will open the ForumParallel plenaries will run – focusing on the themes closely aligned with the 2021-2024 ProgrammeWill frame discussions around which thematic stream sessions will developWill host 5-8 speakers each; short Q&A session from floorThematic Stream Sessions (2hrs each) based on the 7 major themes of the Congress and aligned with the draft IUCN 2021-2024 Programme. aim to develop ideas highlighted in the Thematic plenaries, through engagement with participantsConservation Action Cafes (2hrs each)Inspired by the concept of world cafesAim – to generate new partnerships and/or joint projects and collect pledges for concrete action on the ground Dedicated to single congress theme  Campus: (2-4 hrs each)The learning part of the Congress Aim – training and capacity building for professionals in various fieldsDuration – 2-4 hrs each Speaker Pitches (30min each)individuals/orgs can showcase conservation work and their achievements (e.g. innovations, solutions etc.), Will run throughout the forum days (10:30-16:00)A conversation with… (1.5hrs each)Short sessions bringing 2-3 charismatic leaders together for off-the-cuff discussions on a theme of global significance Conducted by professional journalist / moderator Breakfast with… (1hr each)Limited to groups of 15-20 young professionals and students (12-25 yrs of age) with specific interest / expertise in Congress themesClosed session for select young people High-level dialogues (1.5hrs each)Designed to foster lively debate between high-level participants of diverse professional origins; moderated by provocative facilitators. Focus - horizon scanning, in order to discuss emerging issues and innovative solutions to ongoing conservation and development challenges; framed by a controversial question Live-streamed Let’s connect (10mins each – over lunch break)Will provide enhanced networking opportunities for participants ‘speed-networking’ slots for informal exchanges on a specific topic or project related to the Congress themes. All events are guided by the same principles:They need to be framed within the Congress theme and contribute to the draft IUCN Programme 2021-2024



Forum – geographic scope of proposals

Global
51%

Africa
14%

Oceania
3%

West Asia
2%

West Europe
6%

South and East Asia
7%

Meso and South 
America

9%

East Europe, North and Central Asia
3%

North America and the Caribbean
5%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The geographic scope – NOT the origin – is clearly global for 51% of the proposals, but he next block is Africa, with 14%



The Members’ Assembly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second part of the Congress , which will take place after the Forum is the Members' Assembly is the highest decision making body of IUCN.During the Assembly more than 1300 state and government agency members, civil society and indigenous peoples’ Member organisations from more than 160 countries vote on pressing issues related to conservation and sustainable development.
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Members’ Assembly – IUCN’s highest governance body

Motions
(res. & rec.)

Governance 
reforms

IUCN Programme 
& Financial Plan

Elections

Commission 
mandates

IUCN awards
Strategic 

discussions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Key Decisions adopted during the Members Assembly include;Electing the IUCN Council. Approving of the IUCN Programme for the next four-year periodApprove Commission mandatesDiscussing topics of strategic importance Adopting motions defining the general policy of IUCN, Amending Statutes of IUCN.



Key Dates;

The motion submission process 7 May to 28 August 2019 (Closed)
Nominations process for the three IUCN Awards 15 May to 30 September (Closed)
IUCN Member nominations for 3 individuals to be appointed 
for the Congress Preparatory Committee acting as the appeal 
body 

17 June  to 17 July 2019 (Closed)

IUCN Member nominations for 3 individuals to be appointed in 
the Motions Working Group 17 June  to 23 August 2019 (Closed)

Comments on the draft IUCN Programme 2021-24 7 May to 30 September 2019 (Closed)

Proposals and Nominations for President, Treasurer and 
Commission Chairs

25 July to 11 December 2019 (Closed)

Proposals and Nominations for Regional Councillors 
(Automated process)

20 August to 11 December 2019      (Closed)

IUCN Member proposals to amend the IUCN Statutes 15 May to 11 December 2019(Closed)

IUCN Member proposals on Commission mandates 15 May to 11 December 2019(Closed)

Consultations of the Provisional Agenda 10 September to 11 December 2019(Closed)
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 Publication of motions (original submission language): by 5 
November 2019

Online discussion : 11 December 2019 – 11 March 2020
Electronic vote on motions: 29 April 2020- 13 May 2020 
Submission of new and urgent motions: 4-16 June 2020

Members’ Assembly – motions summary
Who can discuss 

motions?
IUCN Member 

organisations in 
Categories A, B 
or C eligible to 

vote

Who can adopt 
motions?

Accredited IUCN 
Member 

organisations in 
Categories A, B 
or C eligible to 

vote.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More detailed information on the motion process will be provided in the next presentation.Overview of the motions submission processAround 215 - Submitted motions by the deadline (including 11 from Council); (Hawaii – 129 + 6 Council Sponsored)15 Drafts left in the systemOn the last day of motion submission, there was a big surge in the numbers of motions submitted (about 70)A wide variety of topics including Congress Themes e.g. the Rights and Governance and Oceans and others like Species relevant and Conservation toolsMost with a Global scope 
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Members’ Assembly – Voting rights & Accreditation

Your Member needs to be 
in good standing (dues 
paid up to and including 
2019)

Give your proxy to another 
Member or Nat./Reg. 
Committee if you cannot 
attend

Membership Unit will 
contact GAs about how to 
allocate/cast shared vote

Category A
States 3 votes / 2 votes (1 →Gov. Agencies)
Gov. agencies (GA) 1 vote (shared)

Category B
Int’l NGO 2 votes
NGO 1 vote

Category C
IPO 1 vote
Cat. B and C votes to be counted together to produce a combined voting result)

Category D
No voting right (speaking right only)

Accreditation opens at the end of February 2020 
Support gender balance objective: nominate women and youth as head of delegation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the voting rights per Member category.States have 3 votes, out of which, one is allocated to government agencies Members of IUCN, if any.Government agencies (GAs) have one vote. If several agencies in the same State, they will have one collective vote. The IUCN Membership Unit will contact the GAs ahead of the Congress regarding the allocation of the collective vote.INGOs have 2 votesNGOs have 1 voteIPO: 1 vote (NGOs (category B) and IPOs (category C) votes are counted together to produce a combine result)Key Points:Members must have paid their dues up to and including 2019 to be accredited and be eligible to vote.Members have the possibility to give a proxy to another Member or the National/Regional Committee of the region/country where the Members are located.The accreditation online system will be launched mid-February 2020. As in 2016, Members will be able to get accredited onsite in the Members’ Lounge.At last Congress in 2016, 928 Members were accredited.



Exhibition



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exhibitors names:IUCN Members/PartnersEuropean Union,USACanadaKoreaChinaMAVANational Committees for IUCNFrench NatcomDutch Natcom IUCN ProgramsGMPPNBSForest/ RestaurationProtected AreasBusiness and Nature HubIUCN Capacity Building (PAPACO)Species/SSAIUCN MembersSFIRAREWetlands International (West Africa)ANOMargaret Pyke TrustCentre Zapovedniks partially funded by the Russian GovernmentOthersLVMH/UNESCOSpygenCITEOFrance Nature EnvironmentOutreach Network on Gene Drive Research
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Dynamic, prestigious, open and impactful exhibit area to create a “best in class” 
visitor experience

A Central Stage to host social and high profile events;

Mix of large, medium and small stands;

Relaxation areas and/or internet corners/networking area;

Dynamic, informal and interactive environment to showcase cutting 
edge innovations, products, projects and services. 

A unique opportunity  to engage with your audience
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Small Stand

• Total surface of 6m2

• White back walls –exhibitors can 
use their own visuals

• Electricity
• 1 table and 3 chairs
• No audio-visual equipment pack
• Wi-Fi will be available in the Hall.
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Medium Stand

• Total surface of 60m2

• Presentation area for 20 
participants

• Furniture, audio-visual 
equipment pack and 
electricity.

• Wi-Fi will be available in the 
Hall.
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• Total surface of 150m2

• Presentation area for 50 participants
• Networking area, a lounge area and 

welcome desk
• Meeting room for 8/10 participants 
• Storage room of 2m2

• Furniture, audio-visual equipment pack 
and electricity.

• Wi-Fi will be available in the Hall.

Large Stand 

The wall structure and design can be entirely 
customized to exhibitor requirements within the 

pre-set conditions.
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Central stage

The heart of each Thematic Village. 
Host Official Congress events and thematic sessions for up to 100 people.



Sponsored delegates
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Sponsored delegates

What is covered

• Lowest applicable economy 
round-trip flight 

• Travel insurance
• Accommodation (10 nights)
• Congress registration
• Daily allowance (10 days)
• Free transportation card
• Carbon compensation(TBC)

Who is sponsored? 

- Max. one delegate per Member organisation eligible to vote 
from countries in need

- Geographic balance across regions 

- Strive for representation of young delegates and for gender 
parity

- No requirement to have been a Member of IUCN for a 
specific time to be eligible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sponsored delegates.What is covered by the Sponsored Members Programme• Lowest applicable economy round-trip flight • Travel insurance• Accommodation (10 nights) – no room sharing• Congress registration• Daily allowance (10 nights) Free transportation card• Flight carbon offsetSponsored delegates.In the event that funding is not sufficient to sponsor all eligible Members, priority shall be given to • Members who have been accepted as event organizers for the Forum • Members who are represented by candidates for Council or Commission Chairs • Members who are actively engaged in the National or Regional Committee and programmatic or governance activities of the IUCN (where applicable) 	Some Member organisations/institutions may be requested to cover part of the costs of their delegate’s participation in the World Conservation Congress. Members will be informed about whether they will receive full or partial sponsorship by end of 2019 at the latest.



Get involved
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Get involved: 

• Participate in the IUCN Programme 
consultations

• Participate in discussions of motions (online 
prior to, and during Congress)

• Book a booth in the exhibition hall

• Register to attend the Congress

• Follow our content on #IUCNcongress

Stay informed, visit our website:
www.iucncongress2020.org

http://www.iucncongress2020.org/
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Get involved:
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Contacts

Forum

congressforum@iucn.org

General enquiries                                       

congress@iucn.org

Members’ Assembly motions

motions@iucn.org

Accreditation

accreditation@iucn.org

Exhibition & Sponsorship

congresspartnerships@iucn.org
+41 22 999 0232

philippe.appriou@developpement-durable.gouv.fr

Press

congressmedia@iucn.org
+41 22 999 0245

mailto:congressforum@iucn.org
mailto:congress@iucn.org
mailto:motions@iucn.org
mailto:accreditation@iucn.org
mailto:congresspartnerships@iucn.org
mailto:philippe.appriou@developpement-durable.gouv.fr
mailto:congressmedia@iucn.org


Thank you
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